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English 090 Quiz 2 Fall 2004

University of Kuwait
Language Center

English 090

 Instructions:

 1. Write your answers on the answer sheet only.
 2. Choose the answer which best completes each of the sentences.
 3. Fill in the circle of the correct answer completely.
 4. Write the letter of the correct answer on the line provided.
 5. Be sure to fill in the college, section, name, student number and teacher's name.
 6. Use pen only.  Pencil is not allowed.
 7. Use a "white out" type of corrector to make corrections.

  

 College/ ELU:___________________________________

 Section: _______________________________________
 
  Name: ________________________________________ 

 Student Number:________________________________
 
 Teacher's Name:________________________________ 

Multiple Choice
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Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

Vocabulary

 1. If you want to _____ catching a cold you should eat plenty of fresh fruit
and vegetables.
A) consider
B) avoid
C) create
D) plan

 2. John is a/an _____ athlete. He wins every race he enters.
A) decent
B) physical
C) smooth
D) outstanding

 3. Looking at the moon and stars in the desert at night can be a/an _____ 
experience.
A) awesome
B) enormous
C) balanced
D) uncontrollable

 4. A/An _____ of a good diet and plenty of exercise helps keep the body 
healthy.
A) occupation
B) concentration
C) complication
D) combination

 5. Students who _____ in the lesson will learn more than those who don't.
A) support
B) participate
C) reward
D) qualify

 6. If you want to be a professional tennis player you need a lot of_____.
A) practice
B) concern
C) disorder
D) benefit

 7. People who work hard can _____ great things in their lives.
A) relate
B) remain
C) matter
D) accomplish
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 8. When people become _____ with an idea, they can think of nothing else.
A) qualified
B) obsessed
C) balanced
D) hospitalized

 9. The football team had an excellent _____ . He taught them so much.
A) season
B) freak
C) trick
D) coach

 10. The driver was _____ for 2 months after his awful road accident.
A) hooked
B) performed
C) hospitalized
D) related

Grammar

 11. Mariam_____ to the beach tomorrow.
A) won't probably go
B) probably won't go
C) won't go probably
D) probably go won't

 12. Which sentence is correct?
A) The river Thames flows through London.
B) The River Thames flows through London.
C) The River Thames flows through london.
D) The river thames flows through London.

 13. She _____ her lunch in the cafeteria tomorrow.
A) ate
B) eating
C) eats
D) will eat

 14. _____ at the party tonight?
A) You are going to be
B) You will be going
C) Are you going to be
D) Are you to be going
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 15. She _____ her grandmother this weekend.
A) is not going to visit
B) not going to visit
C) is not going visit
D) is not going visiting

 16. They _____ next week.
A) traveling
B) will be travel
C) will travel
D) will traveling

 17. Which sentence is correct?
A) As soon as the semester ends, I am going on holiday.
B) As soon as the semester will end, I am going on holiday.
C) As soon as the semester end, I am going on holiday.
D) As soon as the semester ends, I going on holiday.

 18. _____ Ahmed to the dinner party?
A) You inviting
B) Will you invite
C) You will invite
D) Are you invite

 19. I _____ early today.
A) am probably going to leave
B) probably am going to leave
C) am going probably to leave
D) am going to leave probably

 20. Which sentence is correct?
A) After I will finish my homework, I'm going to take a shower.
B) After I finish my homework I'm going take a shower.
C) After I finish my homework, I'm going to take a shower.
D) I'm going to take a shower after I will finish my homework.

 21. Which sentence is correct?
A) If he passes the interview tomorrow, he will get the job.
B) If he pass the interview tomorrow, he will get the job.
C) He will get the job if he pass the interview tomorrow.
D) He will get the job if he will pass the interview tomorrow.

 22. _____ all your money when you go shopping next Friday?
A) You are spending
B) You're going to spend
C) Are you going to spend
D) Are you going spending
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 23. Maha _____ to Japan next month.
A) is going
B) are going
C) going
D) will going

 24. We _____ physics next semester.
A) studying
B) are studying
C) will studying
D) are going study

 25. Tomorrow's exam _____ at 9.00 and _____ at 11.00.
A) start/finishes
B) starts/finishes
C) start/ finish
D) starting/finishing

 26. This weekend I _____ my friends and _____ dinner with them.
A) will visit/eating
B) visit/eat
C) will visit/eat
D) am visiting/eat

 27. Saleh _____ to our meeting next week.
A) may come
B) may coming
C) maybe came
D) may came

 28. Which sentence is correct?
A) Shakespeare is the writer of King Henry The Sixth.
B) Shakespeare is the writer of king Henry the Sixth.
C) Shakespeare is the Writer of King Henry The Sixth.
D) Shakespeare is the writer of King Henry the Sixth.

 29. Every morning Susan _____ the newspaper and _____ a cup of coffee 
before work.
A) is reading/is drinking
B) is reading/drinks
C) reads/ drinks
D) reads/ will drink
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 30. The train _____ at 6 am and _____ at 6.10 am.
A) arrive/depart
B) arrives/departs
C) arriving/departing
D) will arrive/departing

Reading

1.  Do you want to look and feel fit and burn some calories at the same time? How about lifting weights? 
That sounds boring. What about golf? Riding around in a cart is the quickest way to get OUT of shape. 
What sport will give your body and mind a  good workout while letting you enjoy the excitement of 
competition? There’s only one, and that’s tennis.

2.  Tennis is a great social outlet, not to mention an all-over workout burning about 498 calories an hour. 
Tennis is a game where fun and fitness meet. This is probably why so many adults are returning to the 
sport, or picking it up for the first time in their 20s, 30s and even 60s. According to the Cleveland Clinic 
Heart Center’s exercise physiologist and tennis player Gordon Blackburn, Ph.D., three hours of moderate 
aerobic exercise every week can  help maintain and improve your health. “Tennis can even help lower 
your blood pressure,” says Dr. Blackburn, “It lowers your risk of developing heart disease or of having a 
heart attack or stroke by 50 percent.” 

3.  Unlike most other sports, lawn tennis has precise origins. An Englishman, Major Walter C. Wingfield, 
invented lawn tennis in 1873 and first played it at a garden party in Wales. Called “Sphairistike” (Greek 
for “ball playing”) by its inventor, the early game was played on a court that was widest at the baselines 
and narrowest at the net. The new sport that Wingfield created had rules similar to those of the older 
games of court tennis and squash racquets and probably even of the Indian game of badminton. Lawn 
tennis caught on quickly in Great Britain , and soon the All England Croquet Club at Wimbledon held 
the first world tennis championship in 1877. The event was originally restricted to male players. A 
women’s championship was held 7 years later. Soon the game became popular in many parts of the 
British Empire and Australia. Tennis was made popular in the United States after Mary Ewing 
Outerbridge of New York set up the first tennis court in America.  

4.  Lawn tennis was originally played on grass courts but most championships are now played on courts 
of hard materials. However, there are exceptions, which  include Wimbledon, played on grass, and the 
French Open, played on clay. In singles play, the court measures 23.8 m by 8.2 m.  In doubles play, the 
court is 2.8 m wider. The court is divided in half by a net 91 cm high in the middle and 1.1 m high at the 
end posts. A base line that runs parallel to the net marks the end of the court. Play is directed toward 
hitting the rubber ball with a racket into the opponent’s (other player's) court so that it may not be 
returned.

 31. The main idea of the reading is that tennis ____________________.
A) was invented in England and it quickly spread to other countries
B) is an old sport with precise rules which can help people stay 

healthy
C) players are probably very slim because they burn a lot of calories
D) is a better sport than golf or lifting weights
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 32. The main idea of paragraph 2 is that___________________.
A) Gordon Blackburn, Ph.D. plays tennis regularly
B) when playing tennis, you burn a lot of calories
C) tennis is a popular sport offering a lot of benefits
D) you can start playing tennis at any age

 33. In paragraph 4, the pronoun "it" refers to__________.
A) rubber ball
B) racket
C) opponent
D) court

 34. In paragraph 3, the pronoun "those" refers to_________.
A) squash racquets
B) baselines
C) rules
D) old games

 35. The first women's championship was held in ___________.
A) Wales
B) 1884
C) America
D) 1877

 36. The original name of  "tennis"  was "sphairistike" because ____________.
A) it was invented in Greece
B) the first game was played in Greece
C) its inventor did not speak English
D) it means "ball playing" in Greek

 37. It can be concluded from the reading that _________________.
A) court tennis, squash racquets and badminton are also played on 

courts
B) Major Walter C. Wingfield traveled to India to play badminton
C) tennis is more popular in America than Australia
D) "Wimbledon" and the "French Open" are the most important 

championships

 38. It can be concluded from paragraph 2 that ______________.
A) if your blood pressure is too high, you must play tennis
B) by the time you are 20, you should know how to play tennis
C) you do not have to exercise every day to improve your health
D) burning 498 calories an hour will increase your risk of a heart 

attack
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 39. In paragraph 3, the word “caught on quickly” means _____.
A) was a quick game
B) was not very popular
C) became an international game
D) became popular in a short time

 40. In paragraph 1, the word "workout" means _____.
A) hard work
B) exercise
C) rest
D) time

Writing

Choose only ONE of the topics below and write about that topic ON YOUR 
WRITING ANSWER SHEET.  You may use the back of this page for your outline.

 1. How to be good at sports

 2. How to advertise a new product

 3. How to keep fit and healthy

 4. How to write successful global advertisements

 5. Ways to improve at your favorite sport

 6. Ways to sell a product
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QUIZ MULTIPLE CHOICE ANSWER SHEET 

Name: Number:

Teacher: Section: College:

VOCABULARY GRAMMAR READING
A B C D A B C D A B C D

1 11 31
2 12 32
3 13 33
4 14 34
5 15 35
6 16 36
7 17 37
8 18 38
9 19 39
10 20 40

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

 1. QUIZ MULTIPLE CHOICE SCORE

VOC:_____ GRAM:_____ READ:_____ WRITE:_____ TOTAL:_____

10 questions @ 1 
ea
10 points

20 questions @ 
0.5 ea
10 points

10 questions @ 1 
ea
10 points

10 points  (Quiz 2, 3
Total from 20 on 
writing sheet 
divided by two)

Quiz 1 & 4       - 30 
points
Quiz 2, 3, 5, 6, - 40 
points
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PARAGRAPH WRITING ANSWER SHEET  ENGLISH 090  

Name: Number:

Teacher: Section: College:

 2. PARAGRAPH WRITING SCORE
Item Possible 

Points
Student's 
Points

Remarks

Introduction 2
Conclusion 2
Grammar/ Syntax 4
Vocabulary/ Usage 2
Punctuation/ Capitalization 2
Spelling 2
Transitions 3
Quality 3

Subtotal out of 20:
Missing or Incomplete Sentences -2 each
Incoherent Sentences -2 each
Irrelevant Sentences -2 each
Inappropriate Transitions/ Conjunctions -0..5 each

Total out of 20:
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English 090 Quiz 2 Fall 2004
Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

 1. ANS: B
 2. ANS: D
 3. ANS: A
 4. ANS: D
 5. ANS: B
 6. ANS: A
 7. ANS: D
 8. ANS: B
 9. ANS: D
 10. ANS: C
 11. ANS: B
 12. ANS: B
 13. ANS: D
 14. ANS: C
 15. ANS: A
 16. ANS: C
 17. ANS: A
 18. ANS: B
 19. ANS: A
 20. ANS: C
 21. ANS: A
 22. ANS: C
 23. ANS: A
 24. ANS: B
 25. ANS: B
 26. ANS: C
 27. ANS: A
 28. ANS: D
 29. ANS: C
 30. ANS: B
 31. ANS: B
 32. ANS: C
 33. ANS: A
 34. ANS: C
 35. ANS: B
 36. ANS: D
 37. ANS: A
 38. ANS: C
 39. ANS: D
 40. ANS: B
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ESSAY

 1. ANS: 
Written Answer

 2. ANS: 
Written Answer

 3. ANS: 
Written Answer

 4. ANS: 
Written Answer

 5. ANS: 
Written Answer

 6. ANS: 
Written Answer

OTHER

 1. ANS: 
Quiz Multiple Choice Answer Sheet

 2. ANS: 
Paragraph Writing Answer Sheet


